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A&S students face class cuts, adviser shortage
Francis Dinger
Staff Writer
Newly appointed Dean David Powers
to oversee a 'lean' budget
Elective courses in the College
ofArts and Sciences have been cut
and many students are currently
without advisers, but deans of the
largest school on campus don't ex-
pect major or core class offerings to
be affected by budget cuts.
David Powers, who started as
dean in July, did not offer financial
informationon diecollege, though
associate dean Kathleen La Voy
described this year's arts and sci-
ences budget as "lean and mean."
The college is offering fewer
elective classes where only a few
students were typically enrolled in
the course.
"We spent much of last year
aligning course offerings with
student demand," said Audrey
Hudgins, assistant dean of the
college. "It just doesn't make
good fiscal sense to teach a class
to five students. 'Lean and mean'
is being smart about your future
investments."
To handle die growing number
ofstudents joining the college, the
college must hire a new professional
adviser. Sulci Kwon, the previous
adviser, left the college this year to
pursue other opportunities.
Now, manystudents are leftwith-
out advisers. Of the 300 students in
the Psychology Department, 170 of
them don't have an adviser.
"We still have money problems
because the world has
money problems," La
Voy said.
To make up for the
125,000 square feet of green construction
Local architects and construction workers have combined to make the library renovation an For more coverage, photos
eco-friendly project. So far, the team, led by project manager Steve de Bruhl (above), has and videos from inside the
recycled 1,180 tons of material. The plan includes energy-efficient lighting and heating and a library construction:
bioswell, which allows for rain water collection, su-spectator.com/multimedia




Standing next to her sister
Kathleen Hartman, a 1953 gradu-
ate of Seattle University, Rita
Daubenspeck watched massive or-
ange cranes at work in the library
construction site from the top floor
of the Student Center this summer.
Daubenspeck is one of21,000 do-
nors who gave to Seattle Us Capital
Campaign "For the Difference We
Make," a six-year fundraising initia-
tive that will pay for the new library
and avariety ofotherlarge-scale uni-
versity developments.
Daubenspeck and her late hus-
band Harold, who graduated from
Seattle U in 1937, donated $9 million
to the campaign. The universitywill
use $8 million
of their gift to pay for the new
Lemieux Library and McGoldrick
Learning Commons.
"Basically, this is my husband's
gift," Daubenspeck said.
She and Harold donated toSeattle
U because they had faith in the uni-
versity's administrators.
"All [the administrators] have
a wonderful spirit," she said. "The
leadership is fantastic."
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
announced the close of the univer-
sity-wide fundraising campaign on
Sept. 10. Surpassing its
goal of$ 150million dol-
lars, the campaign drew











The Connolly Center's shal-
low west pool, one of two in the
building, has been a source ofdeep
frustration for many ever since its
closure in midsummer.
Shut down and drained in July
due to structural issues, the pool
remains closed at present. Now
that school and swimming sea-
son have begun, coaches, students
and faculty eagerly anticipate the
pool's repair. Unfortunately for
thesewould-be swimmers, the pool
will likely remain closed for some
time. Meanwhile, the east pool is
still open for use.
The closure has been particu-
larly wearisome for Craig Mallery,
head swim team coach, who will
be forced to hold practices for his
43-member team in half the space
he once had.
"Our coaching time on deck has
more than doubled," Mallery said,
adding that the overcrowded pool
is unpleasant for his swimmers, re-
flects poorly on the school's athletic
program and upsets faculty, staff
and others who use the pool for
recreational purposes.
The pool was closed and drained
July 12 after undergoing scheduled
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Seattle University braces for
a flu season tougher than usual
this fell. ■
With the Student Health Center
expecting some seasonal influenza
strains and swine flu, Seattle U is
investing in prevention.
The health center is preparing for
an influx ofsick students and is ready
to receive them in a number of ways.
The health center is trying to vac-
cinate students for seasonal influenza
and is preparing for HINI, or swine
flu, the vaccine for which is a more
regulated commodity.
Lan Adams, a 2009 Seattle U
graduate, was infectedwith swine flu
early in September. He said the expe-
rience was unlike a typical cold.
"It wasn't like a flu," saidAdams,
who's symptoms came on quickly
one night when he was studying.
"The scariest part for our age group
is that you experience really notice-
able vertigo."
Due to the relative scarcity of the
HINI vaccine, age and medical his-
tory will factor in who will receive
vaccinations first.
The Center for Disease Control
recommends that young adults be-
tween 19 and 24 receive the vaccine
ahead ofthose ages 25 to 64.
According to the CDC, young
adults "often live, work, and study in
close proximity, and are a frequently
mobile population."
The health center said they expect
to obtain about 600-700 vaccines for
seasonal influenza. They expect this will
exceed the needs of the studentbody.
"We always have some left over
that we need to throw out" said
Maura O'Connor, director of the
health center.
So far, the health center has tested
some students for swine flu, but lab
results have yet to confirm these stu-
dents have HINI.
Antiviral medicationwill be avail-
able for students who have serious
flu symptoms.
"I'm afraid," said William
Segerstrom, a junior philosophy
major. "Mildly afraid."
The health center warns sick stu-
dents to take flu symptoms seriously.
Individuals who might be affect-
ed are advised to stay out ofclass and
avoid contact with other people.
The health center will only ad-
minister antiviral medications, such
as Tamiflu, to students who have seri-
ous symptoms or whose medical his-
tories make them especially at risk.
As oflast Friday there had been
75 confirmed cases ofHINI inKing
County. Of these cases there were
three deaths, all ofwhich occurred
at the beginning of the summer.
Doug can be reached at
drudeen@su-spectator.com
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groups on the outsourcing
next week.
Staff Writer
The plan for possibly outsourc-
ing the bookstore has been a mys-
tery to most students.
So far, the decision has re-
quired an elaborate lineup of re-
ports, analysis, consultations and
focus groups.
Everyone has an
opinion as to whether
the bookstore is doing a
good jobor a bad job.
Ron Smith
VP of Finance
While the debate about out-
sourcing continues, university
administrators are using outside
help to weigh the pros and cons of
handing ownership over to a larger
company like Barnes & Noble. By
November, university officials will
make a decision.
The university hired consul-
tants from Campus Bookstore
Consulting, a Massachusetts-based
firm that specializes in college
bookstore analysis. These consul-
tants have been around the uni-
versity for the last several months
examining book prices, customer
service and general profitability.
CBC will also be conducting focus
groups Oct. 6 and 7 with faculty
and students.
"Everyone has an opinion as to
whether the bookstore is doing a
good job or a bad job," said Ron
Smith, vice president of Finance.
"The committee thought it would
be prudent to have an outside
view—someone who doesn't
have anything to gain one way or
the other."
One of the leading factors in
this decision is its potential finan-
cial impact.
As an institutionally run store,
the Seattle U bookstore has been
very successful—its profits are al-
most double the national average
of university bookstores.
Smith said outsourcing could
also be financially beneficial. He
said one of the major benefits
would be that outsourcing would
give the university money up front
for bookstore improvements.
But diat big check may not be
without cost to the university.
"We heed to be aware that it
would probably come with higher
prices," Smith said. "They're here
to make a profit. They're not just
giving that money away—they're
going to make it up sometime,
somewhere."
Book pricing numbers are
among the most contentious points
of the bookstore debate.
Bob Spencer, manager of the
Seattle U bookstore, said that in
his personal experience, outsourced
bookstores have had higher book
prices and large discrepancies be-
tween the prices in the bookstore
and the prices on the outsourcing
company's Web site.
"The prices are higher in book-
stores because the company needs
to pay a commission to the univer-
sity," Spencer said.
Smith said if the university de-
cides to outsource, they will make
sure there is contractual language
that gives the university some say
in the price ofbooks.
"We want to make sure that
we're not unnecessarily increas-
ing the prices for our students,"
Smith said. "That's the most
important thing."
Spencer also worries about po-
tential loss of control of products,
especially those that represent the
values ofthe university, such as fair
trade, recycled and sweatshop-free
products. Spencer believes that, if
the bookstore is outsourced, those
products will no longer be carried
in the store.
Discrepancies in book
pricing is one of the
most contentious
issues in the decision.
Smith said this would not be
the case for Seattle U.
"That will be something that
we will insist upon," Smith said.
"One of our conditions [for out-
sourcing the store] would be
that they continue that program
as well as help us with any new
ones we may come across. That
will be contractually written into
the agreement."
Though rumors have been
circulating that student employ-
ees would only be paid mini-
mum wage, Smith also said if
the bookstore were to be out-
sourced, wages would meet work-
study standards.
CBC will present its find-
ings to the bookstore committee
in mid-October, and adminis-
trators will make their decision
by early November. If the store
will be outsourced, the uni-
versity may have a company
picked out by the beginning of
winter quarter.
Katy can be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com
news




Augie Barajas, M.Div. '07
Pastor, Victory Outreach of Eagle Rock, California
LESSON LEARNED: God transcends borders.
MY STORY: When I was a teenager in Mexico City, my
family attempted to escape extreme poverty by immigrating
to Los Angeles. This began a journeythat would one day
lead me across more borders—to Africa.
To learn more about Augie Js inspiring story and explore
the theology programs offered:
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shortages, chairs like La
Voy will take up more
advisees and profes-
sors will offer more independent
study options. The university
does not provide additional com-
pensation to professors leading
independent study.
Despite this year's challenges,
faculty members are confident in
the new dean.
"Dean Powers knows the lingo,"
Hudgins said. "He has fresh eyes
that will help us chart the course
ofour 21st century college."
To begin to address the advising
issue, the previous location of the
Kinsey Gallery on the bottom floor
of the Casey building will be turned
into an advising center.
Powers was selected after an ex-
tensive search and interview process
that lasted for the larger part of the
previous academic year.
Formerly a professor of
psychology at Loyola University
in Maryland, Powers was serving
as the department chair when the
opportunity arose to apply for the
deanship with Seattle University.
Powers said the tone of the College
ofArts and Sciences attracted him
to the position.
"I think the Pacific Northwest
represents some of the noblest val-
ues in Jesuit education," Powers
said. "Social justice is important
in the Pacific Northwest and im-
portant in Jesuit education, as
is sustainability."
Powers, who spent part of his
post-graduate career working
in elderly care, specifically with
Alzheimer's patients, values the im-
portance of personal participation
in social justice. Powers is excited
about contributing to a community
in which roughly three in four stu-
dents do community service.
In his first year as dean, Powers
plans to focus on gathering
information that will allow the
coHege to address some issues it
is facing in the long term, such as
finances, advising and developing
an identity.
"My personal goal is first and
foremost to really get to know the
faculty and students," their interests
and their needs—where, as a col-
lege, we want to go," Powers said.
"I'm planning to meet with all the
faculty hopefully by the end of
the year."
The college has the largest and
most diverse list of major offer-
ings at Seattle U. The departments
themselves have more distinc-
tive identities than the college as
a whole.
Powers hopes to establish an
identity for the college that would
exemplify the core of liberal
arts education.
Frances can be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com
Clara Ganey | The Spectator
Dean David Powers, previously a professor of pyschology af Loyola





Seattle University said good-
bye to a beloved alumni, husband
and local inspiration Tuesday at
St. Mary Magdalen Catholic
Church in Everett, Wash.
Matt Jibbensmith, a 2009
graduate of Seattle University's
School ofLaw, passed away Sept.
21 from anaphylactic shock while
running on Mount Hood with
his wife and sister-in-law.
We had the ability to
connect with people




bachelor's degree from Pacific
Lutheran University and mar-
ried Greta Smith before they
entered Seattle U's School of
Law together.
"They were just a great team,"
said Shawn Lipton, director
of the Center for Professional
Development in the School of
Law, who advised Jibbensmith
and, in the process, became good
friends him. "Law school is com-
petitive, but Matt was just her
number one fan."
Jibbensmith's positive attitude
and dedication earnedhim a place
at Curran Law Firm in Kent last
May, despite the tough economy.
Lipton said Jibbensmith was de-
terminedto get the job and did so
with "unbelievable spirit."
On his first day, colleagues
already knew Jibbensmith was
different than other young
attorneys.
"He had diat ability to connect
with people on a deeper level,"
Lipton said. "He was genuinely
humbleand confident—very un-
usual qualities for an attorney."
Jibbensmith was a devot-
ed runner and was running a
marathon when he was stung
by a bee and suffered a severe
allergic reaction.
Whether it was pushing him-
self on the trail or staying at the
law firm every night until nine
o'clock, Jibbensmith created a
sense ofcommunity wherever he
went and inspired his co-workers.
Curran Law Firm closed Tuesday
afternoon so employees could at-
tend the funeral.
Despite die level of competi-
tion they faced in law school and
Jibbensmith's desire to enter the
competitive field of litigation,
he and Smith faced everything
together.
"Law school is tough," Lipton
said, "but now was their time to
be happy together."
Jibbensmith is survived by
parents Shane and Barbara Jibben
and his sister Katy Jibben.
Emily can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
September 30, 2009news
Budget cuts keep A&S elective options low




- Society of Jesus, Oregon Province bankruptcy -
NOTICE OF DEADLINE TO FILE CLAIMS
IF YOU SUFFERED INJURY BY PHYSICAL, MENTAL, OR SEXUAL ABUSE
OR MISCONDUCT BY A JESUIT PRIEST OR OTHER PERSON FOR WHICH
YOU CLAIM THE SOCIETY OF JESUS, OREGON PROVINCE HAS SOME
RESPONSIBILITY, OR IF YOU HAVE ANY OTHER REASON TO ASSERT
A CLAIM AGAINST THE SOCIETY OF JESUS, OREGON PROVINCE, YOU
MUST ACT NOW TO FILE YOUR CLAIM
SOCIETY OF JESUS, OREGON PROVINCE (the "Debtor")
has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection (United States
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Oregon, Case No.
09-30938-elp11). The Bankruptcy Court has ordered that all
persons with a claim for damages against the SOCIETY OF
JESUS, OREGON PROVINCE for injuries resulting from sexual,
mental, or physical misconduct or abuse, or for any other
reason, must file a claim on or before November 30, 2009.
You must complete and file a proof of claim if: (1) you contend that
the Debtor is responsible for any injury or other damages to you
because you claim that you were injured by physical, mental, or
sexual abuse or misconduct, whether by a priest, other clergy, a
worker, a volunteer, an employee or other person or entity within
the states of Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington
(the "Oregon Province Territory") for which you claim the Debtor has
some responsibility; or through such acts that occurred outside the
Oregon Province Territory for which you claim the Debtor has some
responsibility; or (2) if you have a claim against the Debtor for any
other reason.
For more information, or to receive a long form Notice of Claims
Bar Date and Proof of Claim Form write to: Society of Jesus Oregon
Province Case, c/o BMC Group, Inc., PO Box 3020, Chanhassen,
MN 55317-2011, call the toll free number listed below, or visit the







Students living in residence halls
this year have more elbow room than
last year's freshmen.
Seattle University accepted a re-
cord number ofnew students last year,
opening its doors to a record fresh-
man class of936. The large number
of new students put a majorstrain on
Housing and Residence Life, giving
rise to transitional triples and quads
inBellarmine and Campion halls.
This year, however, with a fresh-
man class size of roughly 770,
Housing and Residence Life has
been able to accommodate more stu-
dents in standard double-occupancy
dorm rooms.
As ofnow Housing and Residence
Life is operating at 104 percent ca-
pacity, down from 110 percent last
year. Housing and Residence Life is
used to operating at 103 percent,
said Tim Albert, assistant director
of Housing.
During the 2004-2005 academic
year, Housing and Residence Life
housed less than 1,500 students
compared to the 2008-2009 figure
of 1,845 students. This year 1,770
students will be on campus. There
are a total ofsix "efficiency triples"
scattered throughout Bellarmine and
Campion, two quads in Bellarmine
and six quads in Campion.
The quads are a quick fix for stu-
dents who have been admitted in the
past few weeks, Albert said.
"That was die onlyplace to house
them," said Albert.
Housing said the quads are
temporary.
"We do like to have the lounges
open to die floors so they can develop
community and to give every single
floor a place to study," Albert noted.
Housing expects to begin mov-
ing some student from the quads as
early as diis month and plans for all
quads to be open as lounges by win-
ter quarter.
Some students living in the
quads, however, like their current
living situation.
"I prefer it better than a double,"
said Taylor Eliason, a sophomore
criminal justice major. "Especially
since I'm a transfer student and this
quad is full of transfers."
Transfer students will be first pri-
ority in moving out of the quads.
In addition to some filled loung-
es, students are also seeing a rise in
laundry prices. Washing machines
now cost 50 cents more and dryers
25 cents more, resulting in a cost of
$1.25 and $1.00 respectively. The
university does not make a profit
from laundry services.
American Meter, an independent
company, operates all campus laun-
dry facilities.American Meter had to
increase prices for the first time in 10
years this fall to stay in operation.
"Ifyou look at any laundry facil-
ity in the area we're still much, much
cheaper," Albert said. "The new rates
were designed to cover [American
Meter's] costs."
Over the summer Bellarmine Hall
was painted to upgrade the facility
and to develop the school's image.
"We wanted to improve
Bellarmine itself, but also to better
integrate it into the rest ofcampus,"
said Michael Kerns, associate vice
president ofFacilities.
A total ofseven different colors
were used in painting Bellarmine,
and only Seattle U facility personnel
worked on the job. Michael Kerns
projects that Campion and Xavier
halls could be painted as early as
summer 2010 or 2011.
Campion received a face-lift as well.
The lobby and the study rooms on
Campion 12 all have new furniture.
Andrew can be reached at
ashahamiri@su-spectator.com
Mary Bryant-Likens | The Spectator
Freshman Sopie Lee studies in a Bellarmine quad. Housing and Resi-
denceLife plans to convert quads back into study lounges.
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private donors.
The university will
use the campaign mon-
ey to fund new schol-
arships, enhance academic pro-
grams, renovate campus facilities
and strengthen the school's Jesuit
Catholic identity.
The fund for deepeningCatholic
identitywas the only campaign ini-
tiate that that did not bring in over
$40 million dollars.
At the close of the campaign,
the university had raised $2.4 mil-
lion for initiatives in this fund. It
had hoped to raise $15.5 million.
Officials say the university will
continue to fundraise for Seattle
U's Catholic identity.
"We will be successful in
raising funds for it," said Sarah
Finney, assistant vice president
and director of development for
University Advancement. "I have
no doubt."
Major donors, she added, gave
the money to other causes within
the capital campaign.
Donors gave $44 million to
fund academic programs, while
$43 million will go to student
scholarships.
Due to these funds, Seattle
U's future holds new scholar-
ship endowments for graduate
students and more opportunities
for students to work on research
projects with faculty members,
Finney said.
Increasing outreach to poten-
tial donors helped the campaign
organizers secure sizable funds for
the university.
"We had been raising about $ 11
million a year [before the capital
campaign started]," Finney said.
"And we knew we could be dou-
bling that or more with our alumni
base."
Of the 21,000 contributions to
the campaign, 14,000 were first-
time donors. Twenty-seven do-
nors each gave Seattle U more than
$1 million.
"We had the opportunity, and
we took it," said Daubenspeck
of her and her husband's do-
nation. "I think the expansion
is phenomenal."
The Daubenspeck's gift
makes up almost a quarter of
the $37.5 million contributed
for the Lemieux Library and
McGoldrick Learning Commons
construction.
Harold Daubenspeck chose to
name the library commons after
Fr. James B. McGoldrick, S.J., the
former university professor and
dean of psychology who encour-
aged university administrators to
accept female students.
The alumni community's
dedication to the university,
Daubenspeck said, also inspired
her and her husband to give to the
capital campaign.
"What is being done could not
be done without the alumni sup-
port," she said. "It says a lot about
the spirit of the school and the loy-
alty of the graduates."
Pamela Bradburn is another
self-proclaimed Seattle U loy-
alist who contributed to the
capital campaign.
An attorney specializing in
public sector labor law, Bradburn
enrolled in the master of arts in
transforming spirituality program
at Seattle U in 2003, after a meet-
ingwith a priest incitedher passion
to pursue religious studies.
Bradburn established a scholar-
ship endowmentfor Asian students
studying spirituality in the School
ofTheology and Ministry.
Bradburn and her hus-
band, John Ochs, also donated
to the university's basketball
program.
They've ridden on the bus
with the men's team to away
games in Cheney, Wash, and
Corvallis, Ore.
Aside from alumni donors, the
capital campaign also brought in
funds from friends of the uni-
versity, faculty members and
various foundations.
The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, the biggest campaign
donor, gave the university $10 mil-
lion dollars.
Finney said the campaign's suc-
cess can be attributed to the efforts
volunteers, students and commu-
nity members made during the past
six years.
"There has been a real push
within [individual] schools and
colleges to increase participa-
tion," she added, noting that the
capital campaign was a university-
wide effort.
Volunteers undertook calling
campaigns and mailed information
about the university to the com-
munity, Finney said.
Seattle University Magazine, a
publication sent to alumni, regu-
larly highlighted capital campaign
developments.
Finney noted the recent nation-
wide recession did not slow the
campaign's momentum.
"We didn't really know how last
year was going to turn out because
of the economy," she said. "But
people are still giving to things they
think are important."
And, according to Finney,
many donors have considered
Seattle U an institution wor-
thy of their philanthropy in
recent years.
"The fact is people are still
getting behind Seattle U be-
cause they believe in this school's
mission."
Katie can be reached at
kfarden@su-spectator.com
People are still getting
behind Seattle U


















Monday - Friday, 11:30am to 4:3opm Saturday & Sunday, 10:30am to 2:3opm
sample lunch items sample brunch items
TACOS / TORTAS / ENCHILADAS / TAMALES SHRIMP AND GRITS / BUTTERMILK PANCAKES
STEAK & EGGS / SPICY MARIA
Through the month of October, simply show your Seattle University ID Card to receive 25% off lunch or brunch
OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER
1420 12TH AVENUE 206.588.8105
BARRIORESTAURANT.COM





SPS Accounting Software, Microsoft
Word and a plethora ofother aca-
demicresources right at your finger-
tips without having to spend thou-
sands ofdollars.
That is what the Office of
InformationTechnology at Seattle
University has been working toward
since spring quarter of2009.
OlT's idea was to build a virtual
machine thatcould amass a high vol-
ume of data and allow students to
access computer-lab software from
anywhere on campus—even their
dormrooms.
The software is called VMWare,
and Seattle U is the first school to
ever use its programs, which can go
for thousands ofdollars.
"I think VMWare will be a suc-
cess," said Dan Duffy, chief technol-
ogy officer. "It will increase benefits
to the students, decrease the depen-
dency on the computer lab facilities
and I think it will grow into a system
that Seattle U continues to find ad-
ditional uses for."
Seattle U teamed up and worked
with engineers from VMWare and
from Cisco, a network manage-
ment company based in California,
to ensure a smooth launch. The of-
ficial launch of VMWare was Sept.
23—the first day of the school year
and when students began to actively
participate on the new server.
"It's exciting," Duffy said.
"VMWare is enhancing the student
experience. We are leading the way
for higher education."
VMWare provides all the software
a student would use in a regular class-
room regardless of which computer
they decide to use on campus.
Each time a student logs onto
the server it builds a new virtual
machine. Files can be saved on the
P-file, My Documents oron a diumb
drive and will be available wherever
there is a desktop computer available
throughout campus.
VMWare is currently available
at the engineering lab, the Pigott
lab and kiosks at the student cen-
ter. The university plans to ex-
pand VMWare onto the Internet
so it will be available wherever the
student goes.
"It will be very successful in
the short and long run," said Bob
Dullea, vice president for University
Planning. As the university contin-
ues to expand and learn more about
VMWare, it is also beginning to lift
the facility constraints that students
were bound by.
The software should lessencrowd-
ing in labs, save students money and
allow them to work from somewhere
where they are more comfortable. "I
like that I don't have to spend mil-
lions of dollars on purchasing ex-
pensive software for all my classes
when I can just get them anytime I
want," said Kenneth Ordona, fresh-
man business and computer science
major. "I can go anywhere on cam-
pus and access the files whenever
I want."
Sarah David, a junior nursing
major, also saidVMWare would save
her money.
"At first I was a bit confused by
the change when I logged in," said
Sarah David, junior nursing major.
"But now I have all this software at
my dispense and I feel as ifmy tuition
money is really being put to use."
Carolyn can be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
Chief Technology Officer Dan Duffy thinks VMWare will improve stu-





Student leaders of LGBTQ
groups have taken steps toward creat-
ing their own queer resource space.
Since the 2007 Engaging
Diversity Task Force proposed the
need for more LGBTQ resources,
groups have popped up all over cam-
pus, to thepoint wherethey feel they
have the ability to create independent
programming and eventually, their
own physical space.
Though limited facilities havepre-
vented student leaders from creating
their own lounge, they have focused
their energies on preparing for events,
conferences and sparking dialogue.
"I think space is an important
marker for students," said Monica
Nixon, director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. "Ideally, we
want to create a campus home for
LGBTQ students."
OMA currently has a lounge for
allof its programs on the third floor of
the student center. While not devoted
exclusively to LGBTQ students, it is
an open space for any organization
under the OMA umbrella.
"Relationships are growing. I
think we are probably still in the
stage ofreally solidifying between
OMA and queer student organiza-
tions," said Nixon.
The conversation is in large part
due to the influx ofLGBTQ groups
on the university's campus and an in-
creased visibility in resources. Seattle
University's Office of Multicultural
Affairs currently houses the Triangle
Club, the Trans and Allies club,
Empower and the Outlaws—an
LGBTQresource group through the
law school. Allof these organizations
have and will continue to receive
support from OMA if and when a
distinct space is created for LGBTQ
organizations on campus.
OMA is largely in charge of
providing funding and support for
theseLGBTQ organizations in what-
ever capacity they need. The groups
under the umbrella put events on
throughout the year, including the
popular drag show and last year's
much talked about Trans and Allies
Awareness Week.
The proposed space would
be devoted to meeting space and
resources for LGBTQ students
and organizations, Nixon said.
Furthermore the goal would be to
create a positive and safe atmosphere
for students.
"The sky is the limit in terms of
the kind of things that can develop
in this space. We are trying to create
a campus climate whereall students
feel supported," Nixon said.
The need for a space is there.
According to a survey conducted
among Seattle University students,
of the 1,028 students who com-
pleted it, 9.1 percent indicated
they were bisexual, lesbian, gay
or transgendered.
"OMA does a good job ofincor-
porating LGBTQ issues into their
programs," said Laurie Murphy,
a senior English major and point
person for the Empower network.
"Every year we keep getting bigger.
In terms of logistics it would be nice
to have our own lounge."
Murphy, along with other stu-
dents, have been working on the
Empower project—an online data-
base of Jesuit universities and their
resources for queer students.
Still in its preliminary stages
Empower has launched through the
OMA Web site and currently has
a directory of several Jesuit univer-
sity's queer programming directors.
Their hope is to provide a network
for all Jesuit university's to share
information, events, stories and re-
sources. Murphy hopes the spirit of
Empower will transfer into a physi-
cal space for the Seattle University
queer community.
Corbin Richardson, sophomore
biology major, came out to his friends
winter quarter of last year. The pro-
cess, while daunting, was made more
comfortable by the atmosphere at
the university.
"Ultimately it was a very, very
positive experience. One of the main
reasons I'm at SU is because it's so
accepting," Richardson said.
Getting involved in the univer-
sity's LGBTQ community, however,
has been a little more difficult.
"I didn'treally have any LGBTQ
friends to begin with," Richardson
said. "And last year, I missed out
on a lot of the opportunities to
meet people."
Richardson indicated diat having
a space devoted solely to LGBTQ
students would make things easier.
"Right now I feel like it's very
linked to the OMA office. It would
be really cool to have that space to
address specifically LGBTQ issues."
While there are no leads as to a
potential space on campus, Nixon
said it is a goal for the year along
with additional programming
through OMA.
Alex can be reached at
alacase@su-spectator.com
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Visit the
Marksmanship Club
booth at the Street Fair for information about
membership, as well as free snacks!
Benefits of membership include:
> Safety education > Affordable shooting
> Riffe, shotgun, and pistol shooting > Friendly people
> Subsidized ammunition > Firearm training
> Travel to quality, safe ranges > Improved accuracy
> Stress relief > Fun Friday afternoons
Fall quarter range days — Oct. 9, 23, Nov. 6, & 20.
The van leaves for the gun range from the Beliarmine Circle promptly at 1:35 p.m
Everyone is welcome to attend! No prior experience necessary.
Co-presidents: Christin Carroll - carroilc@seattieu.edu





September 25 2:40 p.m.
A studentreported to Public Safety
a door on their vehicle was found
unlocked. The student reported
a proof of insurance card, vehicle
registration, an electronic device
and checkbook were missing.
Auto Theft
September 25 3:30 p.m.
A student reported to Public
Safety that his vehicle had been
stolen from thefourth level of the
broadway garage. The student
reported the only valuables left
inside the vehicle was $200 in
textbooks. Public Safety and Se-
attle police are investigating.
Disturbance
September 26 1:00 am.
A community member called
complaining aboutexcessive noise
coming from a party on 14th and E
Remington Court. The caller said
there were university students at-
tending the party. The community
member also reported the distur-
bance to Seattle Police.
Medical Assist
September 26 2:30 a.m.
A male non-affiliate fell off his bike
near the southeast corner of Bel-
larmineHall. The malewas treated
by Seattle Fire Department and
transported to a local hospital for
further evaluation.
Motor Vehicle Accident
September 26 4:14 a.m.
A university group usinganoffcam-
pus rental van reported having a
'fender bender' vehicle accident in
Oregon. No injuries were reported
and all parties exchanged insur-
ance information and cleared the
Read more Public Safety
reports at su-spectator.
com/public-safety-
reports, or get your
daily dose of them on
Twitter by following SU_
PSReports on Twitter.
For a complete listing of public




CTITJI LECTUREI Heroes of theYear
Anderson Cooper won't be there, but that
doesn't mean the Pigott Auditorium won't be
hard-hitting and heroic when two of CNN's
Heroes ofthe Year are there today. In fact, Liz
McCartney and Zach Rosenburg may even
put Cooper to shame. They've both been
recognized by the Obama administration for
their outstanding St. Bernard Project, a non-
profit that helps those displaced by Hurricane
Katrina rebuild and move back into their
homes. McCartney and Rosenburg, once
Washington state residents, were so moved
by a February 2006 visit to New Orleans that
they quit their jobs and moved to St. Bernard
Parish near New Orleans, where they've since
rebuilt more than 200 homes. Don't miss
this opportunity to get some tips on living
out Seattle University's social justice mission
from two people who have set a gold standard.
Pigott Auditorium, 7 p.m., Free, stbernard-
project.org
I J.jH THEATRE
188"Dead Man's Cell Phone"
It was bad enough that some guy just had
to go and die in the middle of the cafe (totally
awkward), but now his cell phone won't stop
ringing (totally obnoxious). In the bitterly co-
medic "Dead Man's Cell Phone," Jean picks
up the phone and ends up falling deeper into
the mysterious, bizarre details of the man's
life. Written by local playwright Sarah Ruhl,
who turned people into almonds last year
at the Lee Center in "Melancholy Play," the
play is sure to offer a witty yet grave look at
modern life.
ArtsWest, 7:3opm Wed. through Sat., $10
for sniHenrs under 7.5. amjwpsr.org
rrn food & drink
I Northwest Tea Festival
Nothing says rowdy weekend quite like the
second annual Northwest Tea Festival, where
you can indulge your inner Englishman and
clear your mind with a differentkind ofherb.
Take advantage ofmore than enough vendors
(and samples) to convert your coffee addic-
tion, or if you'd like to expand your snob-
bery, check out the workshops held all day
by experts on tea making, cooking with tea,
tea history and even "tea controversies," what-
ever those are. Seattle Center, Saturday 9am




September may have just ended, but Fremont
says it's never too soon to start preparing for
Halloween. Fremont Studios invites you to expe-
rience all the latest trends in spooky fashion this
Sunday at their first ever Halloween Costume
Fashion Show. This free expo ofcostumes for
adults, children and pets begins at 4pm at 155




Deadmaus isn't hiding his nerdiness. With
a stage name that was originally an internet
chat handle, Deadmaus's brand of fast paced
synth-heavy progressive electro house music
has had asses shaking since 2005. After rising
to fame through music blogs and DJ-oriented
online music outlets like BeatPort and Juno.
co.uk, he released his debut album "Random
Album Title" in 2008. This year he is releasing
another full-length "For Lack ofa Better Name"
and embarking on a cross-country tour of epic
proportions. Deadmaus is bringing his decks




Believe it or not, Bob Dylan is touring!
Believe it or not, Bob Dylan is still alive! For
one night, you can forget that you've given in
to the system and pretend to passionately care
about something like you've always wanted to
in the ironic atmosphere ofWaMu Theater. As
long as you can get past a few thousand people
your parents' age participating in nefarious ac-
tivities, this night will have all the magic of any
chance to catch the legend live. WaMu Theater,
7:3opm, $47.50.
C3lT||l VISUAL ART[Jgj "Yellow Terror"
Third-generation Japanese-American Roger
Shimomura was forced into an internmentcamp
duringWWII, and even recently the Seattle na-
tive has still been asked why he speaks English.
"Yellow Terror: The Collections and Paintings
of Roger Shimomura" showcases Shimomura's
caricatures of racist caricatures and authentic
WWII-era racist trinkets, exploring challenges of
"AsianAmerica" in politics and identity, past and
present. Wing Luke Asian Museum, ongoing
until Apr. 18, $8.95 to $12.95. wingluke.org
|HJ3?I BOOKS
I Margaret Atwood
The handmaidherself is in town. Margaret
Atwood, the renowned Canadian author of
"The Handmaid's Tale," will be speaking at
Town Hall. Atwood's latest novel, "The Year
of the Flood," focuses on God's Gardeners,
a small group of people who read the Bible
as an environmental manifesto and survive
an ecological catastrophe. The extremely
prolific poet, essayist, critic and feminist has
been short-listed for theBooker Prize six times
and has created controversy for her gutsy cri-
tiques on womanhood, her uncanny looks at
psychological disorders and her biting social
commentary. Town Hall, 7:30 p.m, $5. town-
hallseattle.org
jnj3iVl e ctu re
E23 1 "Walking With MyPeople and Their
Revolution: An Evening with
Fernando Cardenal, S.J."
Prominent Nicaraguan Jesuit, Father
Fernando Cardenal, visits campus to speak
about his lifelong commitment to education,
a faith that does justice and his solidarity with
rhf* poor. Fγ. CariHenal will he presented hy
Joe Orlando from the Office of Jesuit Mission
and Identity with an overview of Seattle
University's relationship with Nicaragua.
Currently, Cardenal serves as the national
director of the Fe and Alegria elementary
school system which serves about 10,000
of Nicaragua's poorest children. He recently
completed a book in Spanish titled "Junta a
mi pueblo, con su revolucion." His speech
will be given in Spanish and translated into
English. Student Center — Room 210. Jesuit
Alumni, Family & Friend Dinner Reception
at 5:15 p.m., Fernando Cardenal, S.J. speaks
at 7:00 p.m. To RSVP for the dinner or for
more information, e-mail: magis-rsvp@seat-
tleu.edu.
photo credit | saldfhik
Blog post: 'Eskimo Snow' doesn't leave
Katy McCourt-Basham
StaffWriter
WHY? frontman Yoni Wolf
has a never-ending supply of sur-
prises up his sleeve.
In 2005, the Oakland-based
band began drawing in wide au-
diences with "Elephant Eyelash,"
an album showcasing their dis-
tinctive mix of hip-hop, folk
and pop. Last year's "Alopecia"
pushed WHY? further into the
indie scene's limelight, pulling in
new audiences withWolf's clever
and captivatingly dark lyrics.'
"Eskimo Snow", released Sept.
22 on Anticon Records, brought
on a whok new set of surprises.
Though "Eskimo Snow"
is a sister record of sorts to
"Alopecia"—both albums were
recorded at the same time—the
two sound almost nothing alike.
Were it not for Wolf's distinct,
slightly nasal voice, one would
hardly be able to tell that the two
albums even came from the same
band.
On "Eskimo Snow," WHY?
pretty much abandons the idea
of hip-hop. Most of the songs
are piano-driven, and Wolf does a
whole lot more singing than rap-
ping. Though the sound is differ-
ent, the lyrics remain stunningly
good. Though many of the songs
have well-worn themes, Wolf al-
ways finds a striking way to talk
about them.
For example, "Against Me" is
a song about growing older, curi-
osity about death, and being un-
sure about the future. In the song
Wolf asks, with a twinge of irony,
"Will I gain weight in later life? /
And when will someone swing a
scythe against me?"
The album's single, "This
Blackest Purse"—which was re-
leased digitally by the band early
this summer—is a self-analytical
piece about trying to portray one-
self as something that is out of
one's reach, mentioning a 'poser'
and a 'small fry' trying to look
tough, just as Yoni himselfadmits
he is "not who from my eyes on
stage I claim to be".
This album stellar over-
all, though it is far too short.
Listeners get hooked quickly,
and once you start listening, you
may find yourself using therepeat
button.
Why? will be playing an all
ages show at The Vera Project
Oct 14th with Mount Eerie and
No Kids.
Katy can be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com












How did you spend






"I unpacked my room."
Emily Chambers
Freshman
"Found some coffee shops, ate „, watched dodgeba||."




"I walked into the Shell Station."
Interviews by and photos by Candace Shankel, Staff Photographer
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Fernando Sioson don't see the point. Freshmen have yet
to be seduced by the power ofcoffee; the
rest ofus gave in a long time ago.
Freshmen are inept when it comes to
elevator operation. I observed one vis-
ibly fragile freshman in Campion use
his credit card in the elevator's reader.
Sorry buddy, machines don't take bribes.
Another groupoffreshmen inBellarmine
screamed when yours truly stuck his arm
in between the doors. Wherever fresh-
men come from, elevators apparendy kill
withoutremorse.
Staff Columnist
Stepping back on Seattle University
soil is a strange feeling.
On one hand, I'm literally bursting
at the seams of my 32-inch slacks with
excitement. On the other hand, the
mantle ofresponsibility is the ultimate
buzz kill. The sight of incoming fresh-
men, affectionately dubbed by theirold-
er peers as "fresh meat," brings a tear to
my eye.
These freshly roasted shish kebabs are
frighteningly easy to identify. Your aver-
age freshman is very similar to a sheep.
They are perfectly content with grazing
quietly on the Union Green with other
sheep in their small groups. As soon as
one of them starts moving to the next
Welcome Week event, the rest will blind-
ly follow even if the next batch of free
food leads them off a cliff.
In time, the freshmen will become
life-hating Seattleites like the rest of the
students at Seattle U. For now, some key
differences remain.
Freshmen complain that they have
to walk everywhere. We know you can
see a lot more of Seattle on foot rather
than through the window of a vehicle.
Freshmen take the sunny weather for
granted. We know the days of endless
rain and suicidal dreariness are fast ap-
proaching. Upperdassmen got theirSTD




Freshmen sleep at normal hours, are
thoroughly impressed by Bon Appetit's
food, basement swipe and buy all their
books at the university bookstore.
They wonder why the window in their
room doesn't open all the way and still
make inane jokes when they buy Dick's
burgers. Don't get me wrong, jokes
about Dick's burgers never stop be-
ing funny, but they do get flaccid after
a while.
Thankfully, Seattle U's Welcome
Week is here to orient the disoriented
sheep and make everybody feel warm
COLUMN
Freshmen mean 'fresh mee
and fuzzy inside, thereby justifying the
$40,000 tuition.
. Welcome Week is a circus. Its acts
barely change every year, and it caters to
an audience that doesn't come back for
a second show. It's a movie that never
gets old because everyone only sees it
once. It's the same magic trick over and
over again.
Free food, boring orientation meet-
ings, an "urban invasion" reminiscent
of Manifest Destiny, President Stephen
Sundborg's infamous story and the first
day ofclasses are all hallmarksofWelcome
Week and set the tone for the rest of the
year, all led byyour friendly neighborhood
orientation staff.
Our student orientation personnel
follow a strict social hierarchy. At the
top are the resident assistants. These
lords of the residence halls are masters
of subterfuge and espionage. By sub-
terfuge and espionage, I mean sniff-
ing out drugs and alcohol, kind of like
those underfed TSA bloodhounds at
the airport.
Orientation advisers are in the mid-
dle. They command legions upon legions
ofblindly loyal freshmen minions. OAs
make a great impact at the beginning of
the school year, but become gradually
less important as time goes on.
Desk assistants are at the bottom of
the ladder. These underappreciated desk
jockeys are looked down upon by the
other two groups and are considered
unimportant. I smell a revolution in
the works.
For returning students Welcome
Week is a surreal event. They reunite
with old friends and meet all new ones.
They might have a new place to live,
fresh classes and perhaps a job, but for
the most part returning students fall
into the same routine they had the year
before.
The only real hiccup comes when
returning students, especially upper-
classmen, get stuck living on campus
because they simply have no other op-
tion. Though the Murphy Apartments
and Chardin Hall can provide a spacious
(and in Chardin's case, haunted) living
experience, most students would prefer
a home free from the perceived tyranny
of Public Safety.
Sophomores and upperclassmen will
note that Bellarmine is now covered in
blood-red paint with a smattering of
urine-yellow here and there.Transitional
triples are now optional, giving birth to
the transi-optional triples. There is now
a giant gaping hole in front ofthe library
that is a veritable noise factory in the
mornings.
Seattle U is now terrifiedofswine flu
and bacon and pork products. Purell is
here to save us, though. Dreezy is mak-
ing pasta better than ever before. Best
of all, the "crack house" is still as opera-
tionaland run-down as ever.
Speaking of run down, has anybody
seen the Admin building lately? It's still
a sty. Maybe a few of those sparkles they
added to the school seal in the lower mall
would spice that place up.
Suffice to say, some things change
and others stay the same. The freshman
class changes every year, but everyone
can rest assured that first-year students
will always manage to stumble around
confused for weeks before getting into
the swing of things at Seattle U.
Fernando can be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com.
Clara Ganey | The Spectator
A student unloads a chair moving into the Murphy apartments.
Kevin Mooefs, a sophomore finance and economics major, take:




Clara Ganey | The Spectator
>r,takes a break from
On- Campus
odditiesEric GordonStaff WriterWhilemove-in weekcan be oneofthemostchaotictimesinthe
residence halls, wild occurrences can happen
at any time during the school year.
. .. .„ . . / .
/-
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Whether pure rumor or solidified in fact, tales ofstu-
dent behavior and misconduct circulate among residents
year after year. Stories range from an inflated condom
shutting down a Bellarmine elevator by getting stuckin its
gears to a mysterious figure in Xavier leaving fecal matter
in the middle of the hallway.
Tim Albert, assistant director ofHousing and Residence
Life and former Seattle Uresident assistant, has heard and
experienced his share of these stories, though he doesn't
condone any of the irrational actions taken by students
on campus.
"I don't really want to share a lot of pranks or tell
about things that happened when I was younger," Albert
says, "I'm hesitant to share anything and
then have somebody get the wrong idea
about what is or isn't appropriate."
But while student discretion
may vary, the stories that travel
up and down the hallways of
Seattle U's residence halls are
always entertaining.
Eric can be reached
was able to sneak a full keg into their dorm room
by putting it in a refrigerator box," said
Brenden Bullock, junior international busi-
ness major. "They just wheeled it by the
front desk and into the elevator using a
"There were odd 'feelings' in
Campion especially. Nothing re-
ally extraordinary, but some people
would complain that they would hear
people running in my hallway and
stuff," said Blaise Baldanado, gradu-
ate of Seattle U and former Campion
RA. "One night I stayed up to see if
there was anyone really running, and
as the footsteps got loud next to my
door, I opened it really quickly, and
there was no one there. But stuff like
that's bound to happen. I mean, the
campus is pretty old."
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
WELCOMES
FR. FERNANDO CARDENAL, S.J.
OF NICARAGUA
Join us for these free campus events which are open to the public:
WALKING WITH MY PEOPLE A JESUIT UNIVERSITY
AND THEIR REVOLUTION ENGAGES THE WORLD
Fr. Cardenal will speak about his life commitment Fr. Cardenal and members of the Seattle University community
to the poor, to faith and justice and to will discuss the value, opportunities and need to be engaged
popular education. in our global community.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7 THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8
7:00 TO B:3OPM 3:30 TO S:OOPM
Seattle University Seattle University
Pigott Auditorium Pigott Auditorium
For more information about these events, please visit:
WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/NICARAGUA
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
Academic Salons, Access to Justice Institute, Arrupe Jesuit Community, Campus Ministry, Center for Global Justice,
Center for Service and Community Engagement, Center for the Study of Justice in Society, College of Education, Department of Theology and Religious Studies,
Education Abroad, Engineers Without Borders, Institute ofPublic Service, International Development Internship Program,
Jesuit Mission & Identity, Latin American Studies, Magis: Alumni Committed for Mission, Millie Brown Russell Leadership Learning Community,
School of Law, School of Theology and Ministry, Xavier Global House
support structures un-
derneath the pool. Built
in 1969, the pool is sus-
pended off the ground
by concrete pillars rather than be-
ing set directly into the Connolly
Centers foundation.
The process of repair was de-
layed as the school waited to have
the pool's structural integrity profes-
sionally assessed. After the original
closure a construction firm with ties
to the swim team made an offer to
review the damages for free, instead
of charging the usual fee for such
of assessment, which may total in
the thousands. Seattle University
declined this offer, giving the job to
a different firm, K.P.F.F. Consulting
Engineers, with whom the school
has worked with in the past.
"We do not know if this firm
will be utilized ... until we know
the full extent of the problem," said
Derek Hottell, assistant director of
Recreational Sports.
Both Hottell and Micheal Kerns,
associate vice president of Facilities,
affirm that the pool receives regular
maintenance and that the extent of
damages to the pool was not fully un-
derstood until it was drained.Mallery,
however, thinks that leaks were ig-
nored for some time, citing the pres-
ence of stalactites ofdried chemicals,
lime scale and calcium dangling from
the pool bottom around the leaks.
"One of the engineers literally
said 'Oh my God!' when he saw
that," Mallery said. "It looks like a
cave down there."
Bill Hogan, director ofAthletics,
tentatively estimates it may be 10 to
12 weeks before the pool can be re-
opened. There is also no word on
what type of permanent repair op-
tion the school is seeking.
Doug can be reached at
drudeen@su-spectator.com
One of the engineers




Matthew Brady | The Spectator
With lap swimming confined to a single pool in the Connolly Center,
tiled lane markers now only decorate the closed pool's bottom.
sports






forward to building a cham-
pionship team
Staff Writer
Hired just over six weeks ago,
the new women's head basketball
coach, Joan Bonvicini already has
an agenda, and victory is at the top
ofher to-do list.
"I am a championship coach at
a championship university, and I
am here to build a championship
program," Bonvicini said.
Hailing from Southern
Connecticut State University in
New Haven, Conn., Bonvicini
began her basketball career as a
point guard while studying public
health and computer science. After
college, she was recruited to play
basketball in southern California.
During her time there, she ac-
cepted her first job in basketball
as an assistant coach at California
Polytechnic University, Pomona for
only a $1,000 a year.
I've only ever known





After two years at Cal Poly,
Bonvicini moved on toLong Beach
State where she worked as head
coach for 12 years before becom-
ing the head coach at University of
Arizona from 1991 to 2008.
"I had no idea what I was taking
on whenI accepted the position as
head coach at Arizona," Bonvicini
said. "When I first arrived, they
were the worst team I had ever
taken on. However, I am a positive
person with lots of energy, and I
saw the team as a challenge and I
went at it with everything I had."
Upon arrival, Bonvicini took
over the Wildcats by storm, and
after 17 seasons coaching them,
she went down as one of the most
successful coaches in women's bas-
ketball history. Bonvicini left UA
with a 287-223 (.563) record. Her
overall record in collegiate women's
basketball is 612-294 (.676).
In late July, Seattle University
made contact with Bonvicini after
word got out that she was on the
hunt to coach a team again.
After stepping foot on campus,
Bonvicini knew immediately she
wanted to work for Seattle U and
accepted the job.
"I am thrilled that shedecided to
join us. She is a hall offame coach.
She has done extraordinary accom-
plishments her entire career," said
Bill Hogan, director of Athletics.
"We are very enthused about her
plan she will lead us on."
Since this is the first year that
Seattle U is still in the process of
becoming Division I, Bonvicini is
using this year as a transitional year
before hitting all the to-do's on her
agenda.
"I've only ever known Division
I," Bonvicini said. 'I want to be
nationally ranked in three years, I
want to get into post-season play
in two and on top of all of that, I
want to sign the best players in the
Northwest."
JamieAngelli brings
wealth of experience and
knowledge
Jamie Angelli, an Iron River,
Mich, native, is no newcomer when
it comes to college basketball.
After studying special education
at the University of Wisconsin -
Stout, Angelli went on to amass an
impressive resume.
Angelli has worked at University
of California - Los Angeles,
University of Southern Florida and
has gone overseas to coach for four
years. On top of that, he is also a
nationally recognized author that
has written several articles on bas-
ketball recruiting. In his 25 years
ofcoaching basketball, Angelli has
worked with men 99 percent of
the time. This year marks his re-
turn to women's basketball after a
long hiatus.
Joan Bonvicini has an
agenda, and victory is
first on her to-do list.
"I have a strong desire to work
and learn from people," said Angelli.
"I'm hoping to really spruce up the
image for this team with my cre-
ative side and learn from Coach
Bonvicini at the same time."
Joy Hollingsworth joins her
former coach's staff
Born and raised in Seattle, Joy
Hollingsworth makes up for her
lack of experience with talent and
undeniable charisma.
Hollingsworth is a recent gradu-
ate ofthe University ofWashington,
where she earned her masters in
education in intercollegiate athlet-
ics leadership.
She graduated in 2007 from
the University ofArizona, where
she played under coach Bonvicini.
Before joining on as an assistant
coach at Seattle U, Hollingsworth
was an assistant coach at Seattle
Prepatory School, her alma mater
and a Capitol Hill Jesuit school.
Hollingsworth hopes to even-
tually become a role model to the
team as well as to constandy remind
them to never stop smiling.
"We've stumbled upon a unique
opportunity," Hollingsworth said.
"We have a great team, a great staff,
and we have the chance to build a
program from the ground up from
DII to DI. It's a goldmine."
Standout UW player, Kristen
O'Neill, added as assistant
coach
Another Seattle native to join
the coaching staff, Kristen O'Neill
was named Defensive Player of
the Year in 2002 and 2003 at the
University ofWashington.
After building an impressive
resume with the Huskies—she
graduated in 2006—O'Neill spent
time playing with the Seattle Storm
and opened a camp called O'Neill
Hoops for girls that want work to-
ward pursuing a career in profes-
sional basketball.
Like Hollingsworth, O'Neill
is also young in terms of experi-
ence, but her enthusiasm as well as
her determination are her driving
forces.
She will be working alongside
with Hollingsworth with guard and
wing players, as well as assisting
Coach Bonvicini in recruiting.
"Kristen is a great and well re-
spected person," Bonvicini said.
"She complements me well, and I
know with her help, this is going to
be a really great year."
Carolyn can be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com
Women's Basketball coach, Joan Bonvicini, center, with her assistant coaches, from left to right, Joy
Hollingsworth, Jamie Angeli and Kristen O'Neill.
Structural problems
plague shallow pool




Lee Center show shocks with puppet bloodbath
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer
With bloody fetuses littering the




Kooser, opened Sept. 24 at the
Lee Center for the Arts. The
show depicts the life ofKing He
nry VIII in detail—the good, the
bad and the very bloody.
The cast consists of 10 talented
actors who operate the puppets in
the traditional Japanese Bunraku
style, in which the actors are com-
pletely covered in black mate-
rial and handle the puppets with
small rods from behind the stage.
Shadow puppets and rod puppets
are also used, and the show blends
puppetry with pre-recorded video
and live musicians on stage.
The handmade costumes and
set exceeded expectations by being
mostly historically accurate, while
the handcrafted puppets eerily
resembled those characters that
lived and died long ago.
"The scenery and design of the
puppets were visually spectacular,"
said CharlaRemick, a 2009 Seattle
University alumna.
While audience members ofall
backgrounds can appreciate the set,
costumes and talent showcased in
"Bloody Henry," some might not
be able to stomach the content of
the performance itself.
Those who know the history of
Henry VIII know it is one filled
with lust and blood. Most Seattle
U theatergoers, however, probably
wouldn't expect to witness more
than 10 birth scenes on stage.
Adding to the shock value of this
performance were onstage pup-
pet sex scenes, puppet bathroom
scenes, puppet masturbation and
of course, puppet execution.
All this may seem a bit raun-
chy and over-the-top for a pup-
pet show, but most of the audi
ence loved the performance on
opening night.
"It was morbidly funny," said
Heather Davey, aSeattle U alumna.
"I loved the body count on stage."
Laughter echoed through-
out the theater during the e
ntire opening-night performance,
"It was morbidly funny.




with all of its sarcasm, low-brow
humorand quirky lines like, "She's
playing me like a puppet."
Anyone who can handle the
mature content of the perfor-
mance cannot help but fall in lov
e with the sexual innuendos and well
timed grotesque sound effects.
The performance was definitely
unique and was executed well, pay-
ing good attention to the important
detailsof Henry VIII's life.
The show opens with a pre-re-
corded video of Henry exiting his
mother's womb. It then contin-
ues on with the death of his older
brother, Arthur. Henry is soon
thrust into the role of King, moti-
vated mostly by his jealousy of his
father's adoration for Arthur.
The plot follows Henry VIII's
diplomatic maneuvers, his war with
France and his struggle to produce a
son with many different women. It
chronicles his young love and strug-
gles with his first wife, Catherine of
Aragon, his first encounters with m
istresses and his relationships
with all six of his wives. It accu-
rately, and comically, follows his
relationship and falling out with
the Catholic Church, along with
his many political partners.
The bubonic plague even
makes a dramatic cameo in the
production.
Kooser brilliantly portrays some
ofKing Henry's worst demons. A
giant skeletal form of "death" gob-
bles up his children, and a talking
barren vagina taunts his inability to
produce a living son.
The hard work of the ac-
tors in "Bloody Henry" shows.
Many of them play multipl
e roles, and they manage to switch
vocal impressions and accents like
true professionals, whilekeeping true
to the time period and location of
the story. They not only act through
dieir voice; they truly act through the
puppets bymaneuvering their bodies
and facial expressions in a way diat
makes them come to life.
Ifyou'vegot a stomach ofsteel, love
extremely adult themes or maybe just1
ove the Renaissance in general,
"Bloody Henry" is a must-see.
The show runs Thursday through
Saturday at 8 p.m. until Oct. 24.
Kat can be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com
Drama professor's 'Frontier' explores religion, identity
Erin McGuire
Volunteer Writer
The quaint, 30-seat New City
Theater was jam-packed on Fr
iday night as a curious audience awaited
"Frontier: Valley of the Shadow."
Seattle University drama professor Ki
Gottberg wrote and performed the one-
woman show, which outlines the stages, or
"frontiers" ofher life and her personal devel-
opment through various characters, includ-
ing herselfand the Hindu goddess Kali.
Many in the audience had no idea what
Gottberg's piece was about or who she is, but
the seats were still full ofanticipation.
When entering the New City Theater, the
audience experiences a culture shock, with
sitars playing in the small room overhead and
exotic purple lighting casting the theater in a
magical and otherworldly light.
The show begins with a barefoot Gottberg
walking slowly up to a music stand in
semi-traditional Indian garb as she car-
ries a large and ornate book that doubles
as a script. This is just the entryway into a
universe Gottberg has created with an int
ense emotional tone.
The audience quickly realizes this will be
an entertaining show as Gottberg, playing
the goddess ofeternal energy, sticks out her
tongue and speaks with a hiss then quickly
makes transitions between herself, her father
and her mother.
The first few minutes are confusing,
but through the subtle—and sometimes
blatant—characteristics and nuances of
Gottberg's characters, the audience becomes
keenly aware ofwho she is at the moment,
even in the midst of intense dialogue.
"It is amazing and must be extreme-
ly difficult to be able to switch from
character to character like that," said
Jean Jill, an audience member. "I found it
very clever and quite impressive."
The play has an immense emo-
tional spectrum that takes audiences
to many extremes, but there is never
a dull moment. The intensity of some
scenes brought Friday night's audi-
ence to tears—like when Gottberg was
counseling the gods for guidance c
oncerning her daughter—while
other moments led to eruptions
of laughter—like when Gottberg
went into detailabout her sexual experiences.
And sometimes theyall combined together in
a serene mix ofcomfortable emotions.
"Some people resist the emotion,"
Gottberg said. "There were many people
crying at the end on opening night. Men
and women. Really wild."
Gottberg delves into deep and controver-
sial parts ofher past, like her young daugh-
ter's battle with cancer, her sexual escapades
as a young woman and her struggle with
cultural and religious identity in the "mixy
mixy" world ofAmerica.
The seemingly taboo parts of "Frontier:
Valley of the Shadow" are the parts that are
the most relatable. They are hot topics in the
mind of the viewer, and not so much part of
everyday conversation. You begin to identify
with Gottberg and realize that some of her
struggles are your own.
"I hope [the play] lets people thinkabout
all the stories that exist around them, includ-
ing their own," Gottberg said.
Her acting through body movement, ac-
cents, language and vocal inflection trans-
ports the audience across the world, from a
home in Calcutta to the streets ofTokyo to a
Himalayan prison camp, with nothing more
than a small black curtain.
Throughout the performance Gottberg
personally defines the term "frontier" as it
pertains to a certain point in her life. The
term for Gottberg ranges from being "the
border between realities" to "the furthest
limit ofknowledge."
Her performance captures the soul of
Seattle as a cultural melting pot and a site
for religious self-discovery. Students could
strongly identify with the experience.
"This performance totally mirrored my
feelings about coming into a newand diverse
community from all the way across the coun-
try," said Kaillee Coleman, one ofGottberg's
drama students. "I feel anyone could identify
with this piece.
"Frontier: Valley of the Shadow" is an
honest production with spunky character
that is defined by the more controversial and
emotionally raw moments. Relatable and real
characters push the audience to the edge of
their seats, and Gottberg's performance keeps
them there.
"It's all about truth," says Gottberg. "It's
both scary and wonderful to just tell it."
Erin can be reached at
mcguiree@seattleu.edu
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
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Local artist lets Fremont Bridge tell its own stories
Emily Holt
Kristen Ramirez spent her
residency in the Fremont Bridge
tower collecting the landmark's
sounds and stories
News Editor
Dozens of Seattle residents
with orange bandanas and picket
signs ran among the cars stopped
on the Fremont Bridge Saturday,
but they weren't protesting.
Instead, the peaceful gather-
ing marked the installation of
local artist Kristen Ramirez's








Every 20 minutes, discordant'
tweets, honks and pops blasted
from a speaker installed in the
bridge's towers. Live musicians
and exuberant volunteers an-
nounced the arrival of Ramirez's
latestpublic work, and the bridge's
artist-in-residence was resplendent
in black overalls and a pink tiara
for the event.
The project, funded by the
Seattle Office ofArts and Cultural
Affairs, which sets aside 1 percent
of its annual budget for artistic
funding, required that Ramirez spe
nd three days a week sit-
ting in the bridge's tower,
without a clear idea of what she
was going to do.
"The city didn't want me to
know what I was going to do,"
Ramirez said.
So the Northern Californian-
turned-Cornish College of the
Arts professor spent the summer
musing over a way to express the
icon that joins two communities.





But Ramirez wasn't merely
creating a one-time viewing—she
was creating a living work ofart.
And most of her process relied
on experimentation. When locals
started asking Ramirez what she
was doing in the tower, she began
collecting personal stories of the
bridge that ranged from crazy to
personal to poignant.
"It was hard to know what
to expect," Ramirez said. "I was
creating an experience. I didn't
know what kind of experience I
was creating."
The project was more than just
the actofa single person—itwas the
creation of a community and
their experiences.
"The culmination and opening
was an experiencefor a wideswath of
people," Ramirez said, "not just
typical art gallery goers."
Though the city provided
$20,000 for the project, Ramirez
exceeded her budget to ensure
that the sound exhibit could con-
tinue until its scheduled end-date
in April 2010.
For thoseat theevent, Ramirez's
work was a testament to living art
that is not usual in America.
"Long live art," said June
Rubin, a visitor from San Diego,
Calif. "It's adorable. Young and
old are participating. Public
events like this are common in
Europe, but you don't often get
to experience them in the U.S."
But Ramirez's work is
more than an American expe-
rience—her previous works
have included mixed media ins
tallations, billboards and murals
critiquing urban development and
modern advertising, calling for a
remembrance ofwhat it means to
be an urban community.
For Ramirez, public support
for the arts is necessary for a
healthy society.
"If we want to live in a city
that is vibrant and creative, then
we support projects like this,"
Ramirez said. "If you want to
keep bridges maintained and
sidewalks that function, I think
"I had to sell what




it's all integrated [with support
for art]."
The Ballard resident gives back
to the greater Seattle community
through her art and her service.
The Cornish professor debuted
her work last Saturday in front of
former students and colleagues.
"She's very inspiring," said
Cameron Nagashima, a senior
at Cornish. "She lets students do
their own thing but pushes them.
She takes failure as a positive part
of the process."
Ramirez often met with dif-
ficulties when she was designing
her piece this summer.
"I kept coming up with
ideas that seemed far-fetched,"
Ramirez said. "I had to sell what
I wanted to do repeatedly to
people."
But on opening day, old and
young were in full support of
the artist's vision.
Sheila Inks, Ramirez's moth-
er, helped her daughter promote
the eventand bought her the ti-
ara so everyone could know who
her daughter was.
"It's been wonderful for her,"
Inks said.
Emily can be reached at
eholt@su-spectator.com.
Braden VanDragt | The Spectator
From left, Craig Flory, Scott Granlund, Paul Hoskin and Donn Cave finish playing their saxophones as
the Fremont Bridge begins to rise.
Braden VanDragt jThe Spectator
Kristen Ramirez, artist-in-residence at the Fremont Bridge, talks with friends on the opening day of "Bridge
Talks Back," an audio art installation on the Fremont Bridge. Recorded sounds will play every time the
bridge is raised from now until April.
Braden VanDragt | The Spectator
A sailboat piloted by "Bridge Talks Back" volunteers passes between the raised bridge decks on Sep-
tember 26, 2009.
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Kinsey and Vachon show explores women's rights
Frances Dinger
Local photographer featured in on-
campus galleries captures triumphs
of women in the developing world
Staff Writer
The Kinsey and Vachon Galleries' first ex-
hibit of the year offers a look into the lives of
women in impoverished communities who
have enacted positive changes in their cul-
ture in photographer Phil Borges exhibit, the
"Women Empowered Project."
In partnership with CARE USA, a hu-
manitarian organization that provides wom-
en in impoverished communities with health,
education and financial resources, Borges
spent three years traveling between aid sites
in Asia, Africa and South America in search
ofstories. He began asking the volunteers in
the sites where he could find the women who
were inciting radical change in their cultures.
Borges listened, recorded their stories and
photographed their communities.
Through the project, Borges was forced
to re-conceptualize his own ideas about cul-
ture and its place as a static or living part of
human life. Some ofhis earliest humanitar-
ian documentary photography centered on
the Chinese-Tibetan conflict, in which the
Tibetans lost much oftheir cultural heritage
due to influence from the outside world.
After participating in a project with
Amnesty International, Borges became in-
terested in women's rights.
"It is probably the biggest human-rights
issue there is in terms ofnumbers ofpeople,"
Borges said. "You're talking about millions,
if not billions, of women."
Despite his interest, Borges was con-
cerned about shifting from his previous po-
sition as an objective documenter into an
activist. Discussing the roles women should
or should not play in their communities
meant he could be participating in cultural
imperialism. He eventually came to the con-
clusion thatpreserving culture is an outdated
idea when certain aspects of culture violate
basic human rights.
Despite the fact that women in
the communities Borges document-
ed are changing the power structures
of their societies, Borges found that th
e promotion ofwomen's rights did not force
out the true heart of their cultures.
"They do preserve a lot of other things
about their culture—their story telling,
their myths and gods, their knowledge of
the natural world," Borges said. "Many of
the cultures I go into have been on that piece
of land for centuries, and they know more
about it than any scientist. They preserve
all that while getting rid of the notion that
half the population can't study in school or
be responsible for finances."
Entering the exhibit, viewers are encour-
aged to engage with photographs and hear die
"voice" given to the photo's subjects through
short essays elegandy framed alongside die im-
ages. It is. a veritable show-and-tell of strength
in the face of adversity, giving history while
showing a triumphant end.
"[Borges] understands how to give his
subjects voice," said Claire Garoutte, Seattle
University photography professor. "The sub-
jects own the space within the frame. They
gaze back at you, challenge you."
The seven stories told
through the written word disp
layed alongside Borges' photographs re-
flect the needs of his subjects' native
cultures. Their stories include women
teaching in secret schools to overcome
a ban on education for women, achiev
ing rights for sex workerswhile keeping young
girls out ofbrodiels and gaining financial free-
dom for their communities and becoming
leaders in formerly patriarchal societies.
"When I do an exhibit or a story, I pur-
posely tell the story dirough a solution," Borges
said. "I like to show that there is a way to a
ddress the issue, there is a positive solution. I
want the exhibit to be inspirational."
Borges requested the exhibit be shown at
Seattle U to spark a discussion. He believes it
is important that it is shown in a forum where
people are becoming aware of global issues
and may be inspired to help in humanitarian
efforts in the future.
"This [exhibit] will be a fabulous place
for us to discuss human rights," said Naomi
Kasumi, digital design professor and curator
of the Kinsey and Vachon Galleries. "I'm so
proud and grateful to have [Borges] as the
first exhibitor."
The "Women Empowered Project" is not
only the first exhibit of the year but it is also
the very first exhibit to display in die Kinsey
Gallery's new location in the Admissions and
Alumni Building.
Kasumi believes this exhibit will al-
low students to very literally see the
importance of the university's ten
et ofsocial justiceand further die gallery's mis-
sion ofeducation.
"We must utilize living artists," Kasumi
said, "Those people pass on their thoughts;
they make us think. That is the true value of
an artist doing social justice."
Frances can be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com.
Candance Shankel | The Spectator
CandanceShankel | The Spectator
CandanceShankel | The Spectator
Aluma Nicole Retana, class of 2003, sits in "Women Empowered". Phil Borges' "Women Empowered" will be on display until Dec. 11 in the Kinsey and Vachon Galleries with
an artist talk on Nov. 4 in theWycoff Auditorium. "Women Empowered" includes an exhibit, now being displayed at Seattle University, a book and multimedia pieces.
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TM Sisters exhibit sparks lightning in Hedreen
Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer
Anyone walking past the
Hedreen Gallery, Seattle University's
most public gallery space, may
have seen things looking a little un-
traditional last year.
Last year's three-part "Void
Sweated Sparks" series, put on by
the gallery's new curator, Yoko Ott,
completely transformed the space
with each installment.The curator's
style moved the Hedreen beyond its




Tasha Lopez de Victoria
The TM Sisters
Lee Center to takeadvantage ofboth
the gallery and theater spaces.
"(((sparks)))," open through
Oct. 3, continues that exploration and
completes the trilogy. This video install-
ment by Miami-based sibling artists the
TM Sisters opened with a special perfor-
mance in the theater area of theLee Center,
involving both of the sisters as well as other
performers: Extreme Animals, a noise-tech-
no-pop band, and Hooliganship, a multime-
dia dance group.
The long term installment asks viewers to
get involved with the video piece.
"It's not a static piece," said Monica
Lopez de Victoria, one of the TM Sisters,
in a July interview. "Whoever comes to it
is making it happen. It won't be a full, com-
plete piece until someone comes over to it
and interacts with it."
One half of the exhibit is called "Super
Bolt," which uses gaming dance pads to
move digital images of each of the TM
Sisters across a rainbow-bright technicolor
background in order to dodge cartoon-y
lightning bolts.
"You want to end up getting the su-
per bolt," said Tasha Lopez de Victoria,
the other the TM Sister. "That one
is the only type of lightning bolt th
at's positively charged and is strong enough
to hit the positively charged ground."
The other half of the exhibit in-
volves moving a character that is
flying through the air, fighting wind and
avoiding debris, allwhile trying to grab onto
glowing orbs. If the debris hits the charac-
ter, the player loses.
"In life, something hits you and you just
keep flying," Tasha said.
To help shape the space for their
exhibit, the TM Sisters opted to pa
int a mural onto the front win-
dows of the Lee Center.
"That was actually Yoko's
idea," Monica said. "Instead of
just using the screens to block
out the light to paint directly on
the windows and make a mural
that kind of surrounds the per-
son. ..it's moresurrounding, like
you're walking into this space."
"(((sparks)))" is the final
installment of "Void Sweated
Sparks," intended to examine
the Hedreen's unique situation
as both a theater-connected
space and an art gallery.
The series began with Adam
Putnam's "Untitled." The piece
used a "magic lantern," a device
related to a slide projector, to
create a light-based sculpture,
exploring what is void or pres-
ent in a given space.
The next installment in the
series was "Sweated" by Wynne
Greenwood. The work involved
two sets of four large curtains.
The first set ofcurtains had vari-
ous types of fabric sewn onto
them in simple, brightly colored
shapes. The second set featured
blurrier versions of these shapes,
portrayed as if the first sheets
sweated through onto the second. The piece
also served as a performance space for the
artist's one-act play "SisterTaking a Nap: A
Meditation About Human Evolution."
"I definitely want [the Hedreen] to be
used as a resource," said Ott in a July inter-
view. "I don't want it to be something you
just look at and is there."
Additional reporting by Mary Pauline Diaz
Katy can be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
SU studentRedwolf Pope, 33, enjoys an interactive game in the Sparks exhibit after accidentally stumbling
into the Lee Center while looking for the Fine Arts building.




The striking work of guest art-
ists has added a new twist to Seattle
University's Hedreen Gallery over
the course of the last year.
The Hedreen's next artist, Meiro
Koizumi, will continue the trend
with his first major exhibition in
the United States,'entitled "Meiro
Koizumi | My Voice Would Reach
You." The Japanese artist's instal-
lation will feature 11 performance-
based videos, making up a survey
ofKoizumi s work over the course
of the last 10 years.
In his works, Koizumi uses
himself, professional actors and
non-professional participants to
produce awkward and slightly un-
settling pieces.
New York Times art critic
Roberta Smith describes his work as
"'Punk'd' for intellectual sadists."
One of Koizumi's featured
works will be one of his ear-
ly pieces, made in his sopho-
more year as an undergraduate.
The piece is called "Merokozu
uuumi" and features the artist as
both cameraman and actor.
"The left hand belongs to an
unwieldy character based on the
artist himself and who is carry-
ing out a performance, while the
left leg uses a guitar to tap out a
disquieting sound," says Kenichi
Kondo, curator of Tokyo's Mori
Art Museum.
Yoko Ott, curator of the
Hedreen Gallery, will be also be
curating another Koizumi install-
ment at Bellevue's Open Satellite,
a residency program for contempo-
rary artists, set to run concurrently
with "Meiro Koizumi | My Voice
Would Reach You."
Koizumi's piece "The Corner
of Sweet and Bitter" will exam-
ine the affliction of Japanese-
American strawberry farmers living
in Bellevue during World War 11.
A strawberry field will be planted
within Open Satellite's gallery itself
to help set the stage for Koizumi's
related video works.
Koizumi had some local help
while preparing for these ex-
hibits. According to Michelle
Kumata, exhibits manager at the
Wing Luke Asian Museum in Seattle,
Koizumi did afair amount ofresearch
at the museum.
"[Koizumi has] come in
to do research in our library,"
Kumata said. "We've pro-
vided him with some contacts
and books and other organizations to do some research
for his exhibitions."
"Meiro Koizumi | My Voice Would Reach You"
will run at die Hedreen Gallery from Oct. 14 to Jan. 9.
Koizumi will be giving a special artist talk and screening
ofhis works at the opening celebration Oct. 14 in the
Hedreen Gallery.
Katy can be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com
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opinion
Swine flu policy leaves too
much room for abuse
When more than 2,000 students at "Washington State
University contracted swine flu within the first week of
classes, the incident showed the need for other universities
in Washington to tackle the health risk head-on.
Seattle University's encouragement of healthy living, sani-
tation and a little more R & R is wise, but the crux of the
school's policy toward preventing the flu seems to rely mostly
on a new attendance policy.
The policy states that students may miss class if they feel
sick without a note from the doctor. While preventative mea-
sures are certainly necessary, the policy is entirely built on a
system of trust and the presumption that students are always
eager to leave their comfy, spacious dorm rooms on a gray,
rainy day for two hours of lecture time.
The policy may facilitate compassion and understanding
between students and professors, but it also allows for students
to let slide their commitment to attend a university that costs
nearly $40,000 a year.
Students shouldn't abuse the attendance policy, and at the
same time, professors should use their best nonsense detec-
tors to make sure students aren't using an all-too-convenient
excuse to skip class.
So wash those hands, take your Vitamin C (and D, since
you're in Seattle) and rest when you need to, but also don't
forget that, unlike popular sentiment expressed at weekend
shindigs, graduatingwithout ever going to class probably isn't
that much of an accomplishment. Or maybe it is.
The difference we make'
a cause for celebration
With economic hardships faced throughout government,
businesses, nonprofits and families, it's a demonstration of an
institution's value when it not only meets fundraising goals
but well exceeds them.
And when Seattle University wrapped up its capital cam-
paign this summer, that was exactly the case.
The campaign's goal was originally $150 million. That
was surpassed in dramatic fashion when the university end-
ed with $169 million with which to better its campus and
programs.
While many current Seattle University students will not
reap the direct benefits of these funds before they graduate,
they owe their thanks to donors and university administrators
who are executing a vision for a better Seattle U.
As is often echoed among officials, Seattle University is an
institution on the rise, and the higher profile that comes from
$169 million invested wisely will make a degree from Seattle
University more meaningful.
We have nothing but praise for university officials, who
teamed up to get the word about the campaign to the
community.
We extend our gratitude to alumni donors, who have not
forgotten the value of a Jesuit education.
And we thank other donors, who recognize Seattle
University for what it is: a great university where great things
are happening.
Peter Pan: our generation's pandemic
Roy Long
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Emliy Holt, Katie Farden, Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson and Fernando Sioson,
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
The Daily Toreador at Texas Tech
this category, yet still fill the criteria
for Peter Pan Syndrome.
Symptoms include a refusal to
go on dates, spending hours upon
end playing video games and eating
pizza every meal of the day. In short,
it is a refusal to take responsibility
for life.
Undiagnosed and untreated,
Peter Pan Syndrome will result in
years wasted in the pursuit of things
which do not matter.
There is a cure, but it requires
more than just a pill or a workout
regimen. First, we have to recognize
the problem and then we have to
make that next step. Change can
be scary. It is ironic we as a nation
voted on the platform ofchange in
2008, but yet fear change in our
own lives. However, we must make
that next step.
Life occurs in phases, and we
do not need to fear the next phase
in life. Perhaps it is time to devote
yourself more to your schooling,
get married to your long-time boy-
friend or girlfriend, or get a job.
Whatever that next step may be,
takingresponsibility is a good thing.
It makes us more capable individu-
als and we find that happiness does
come from successfully providing
for those dependent on us.
The message is simple. We
need to grow up. Things which
are most important in life should
not suffer from those things which
are not. We need to put the pur-
suit of fun and entertainment on
the bottom of the totem pole,
below family, responsibility and
personal development.
Those who join onto this ship
of responsibility must beware of
going overboard. We need to re-
member what happens in Disney's
sequel "Hook." It is important to
keep outside responsibilities in
moderation.
In the film, Peter Pan grows up
and in a trip back to Never Never
Land realizes he has become a jerk.
He placed himselfand his pursuits
ahead of his family. This is yet an-
other manifestation of Peter Pan
Syndrome: selfishness. It is still a
prioritization problem.
In college students, this is
manifested by being fulfilled in
what they do, instead of who
they are. For example, some actu-
ally believe they will be fulfilled
through their vocation. While we
should do those things we enjoy,
work is not the purpose of life.
We need to understand that hap-
piness stems from our identity, not
our accomplishments. The shadow
of our accomplishments should
never overpower the reality of our
own selves.
So, my advice is simple: Re-
prioritize. To those of you who
spend the bulk of your time pur-
suing your own happiness, look to
others.
You will find deeper fulfillment
inrelationships with others, in per-
sonal development (which is dis-
tinct from the pursuit of fun) and
in devoting yourself to your stud-
ies (which is one of the purposes of
your time in college).
To those who always seem "too
busy" for these things, I advise you
to simplify your life.
Close the books, clock-out of
work and reconnect with those who
matter. Whether we relate more
with Peter Pan as a young boy or
as a man, it is time to grow up, to
remember Never Never Land does
not exist, and to keep fun and re-
sponsibility in moderation to those
things which matter most..
UWIRE—Peter Pan was my
childhood hero. He had every qual-
ity a kid could want.
He could fly, hang out with fair-
ies and fight pirates in Never Never
Land. Besides wearing the tights, I
could really see myself doing all of
those things and tried to emulate
him in many ways.
Now that I am an adult, I know
I should not act or be like Peter
Pan. We must beware of Peter Pan
Syndrome. This is a disease which
causes us to believe we can remain
in childhood forever, like Peter Pan.
It preys upon college kids who be-
lieve their lives parallel the life of
this hero of children's literature.
Those afflicted with this syndrome
believe Never Never Land exists
and it is called college. Peter Pan
Syndrome is the pandemic ofour
generation.
Manifestations of Peter Pan
Syndrome include a refusal to
grow up. It is fear of the next stage
in life. This is an understandable
fear, especially when those who are
afflicted with this syndrome are
children. However, most of those
attending college classes do not fit
This story was originally
published by The Daily
Toreador. Reach the opinion
editor at opinion@su-spectator.
com.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words in length and be e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectatorreserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
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tone for Seattle U
J. Paul Blake
Capital Campaign success a reason for pride at Seattle U
Former Assistant Vice President
and Director of Public Relations
Almost 16years ago the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer published an
editorial that stated: "Under the
leadership of William Sullivan
S.J., Seattle University has be-
come a very important element
of higher education in this region
and its administration, faculty,
staff and students can take justifi-
able pride in its rising to national
prominence."
Today, members of the Seattle
University community are justifi-
ably proud about the university's
status as acknowledged in a recent
Seattle Times editorial. The uni-
versity's recent success in fundrais-
ing and attracting students has
roots back to the mid-1970s when
Sullivan assumed the presidency
of an institution on the brink of
financial ruin.
The steps Sullivan, his admin-
istration and volunteer leadership
took to position Seattle University
to become a premiere independent
university are chronicled in two
award-winning books, "Seattle
University: A Century of Jesuit
Education" and "Twenty Years:
William J. Sullivan, S.J., Seattle
University President."
The Seattle U we know
today is a product of
the commitment of
past university leaders.
The books helped dispel the
comment heard all-too-often, that
"Seattle University was a best kept
secret." Seattle University hasn't
been a secret for some time now
and it would behoove members of
the university community to cite
some of the following facts when
that dated comment is made.
Immediately after being named
Seattle University's 20th president
in 1976, Father Sullivan began re-
negotiating the university's debt.
One year later, the administration
registered the institution's first op-
erating budget surplus in decades
and in 1982, the last of univer-
sity's bonded debt from the 1960s
was paid.
In the meantime, enrollment
topped 4,000 for the first time
and the university's first com-
prehensive major funds cam-
paign was launched in 1979.
This was followed by the institu-
tion's first-ever capital campaign
in 1981.
The Seattle University com-
munity had much to celebrate
as the institution's centennial
year approached in 1991. A
year earlier US News and World
Report magazine named Seattle
University one of 10 best regional
universities in the West. Sullivan's
leadership of the 1990 Goodwill
Games brought international at-
tention to an inspired campus
which served as the venue for the
judo competition.
In 1991, The Gourman Report
named Seattle University the "best
independent university in the
Northwest." To mark the univer-
sity's centennial, the Children's
Literacy Project was created and
the 21st Century Campaign
was launched with a goal of $55
million. More than $68 mil-
lion was eventually raised, which
provided for new facilities, aca-
demic endowments and student
financial aid.
The university's success in
fundraising, student and faculty
achievement, consistent enroll-
ment growth and innovative stu-
dent development programs led
to inclusion in the first edition of
"100 Best Colleges for African-
American Students."
The Seattle University we know
today is the product of the com-
mitment of past university lead-
ers, faculty, staff, students, donors
and alumni.
Their commitment and con-
tributions should not be dimin-
ished in the bright glow of col-
lective pride and the enthusiasm
of contemporary members of the
university community. More than
30 years ago the university' emer-
gence from dire financial straits
and institutional insecurity began.
That institutional history should
be understood, celebrated and
not forgotten.
J. Paul Blake can be reached at
jpaulblake@hotmail.com




You know a pandemic has got-
ten too much media coverage when
it has spawned its own genre ofon-
line video games. One game entided
'PandemicAmericanSwine' tasks the
player widi wiping out the human
race with their own customized ver-
sion ofHINI. Newly inspired clas-
sics such as 'Sneeze', 'Swinefighter'
and 'Hamdemic' have sprouted all
across the Internet, indicative of this
country's obsession over the dreaded
disease.
There are truths about
swine flu: it is a type of
influenza, and it often
happens in pigs.
I don't remember the bubonic
plague getting this much attention,
although it didn't leave very many
witnesses. Ifyou consider the amount
ofnoise good 'ole Swiney has been
getting recendy, then it seems that
it's nowhere near as deadly as Mr.
Black Plague. On the other hand,
die plague doesn't have it's own on-
line fan site.
"The public's fears regarding swine
flu are a direct result of sensation-
alist propaganda and media hyper-
bole. Ifdie swine flu were as deadly
as the media made it out to be, then
all of humanity and every pet we
own would be six feet under. Last I
checked, my feet and those of my
Chia pet were still well-planted on
terra firma.
Granted, there are certain truths
about swine flu that demand atten-
tion. It is a type of influenza virus
that is predominant in pigs or, in
street lingo, swine. It can occasion-
ally mutate and be transmitted to
humans. The human immune sys-
tem, like FEMA, is justnot equipped
to deal widi certain threats, including
swine flu.
Symptoms generally run along the
lines ofa regular flu. This means fever,
coughing, sore throat, vomiting and
embarrassing diarrhea. Pox will not
form a minefield of death on your
skin. Blood won't pourout ofyour ev-
ery orifice a la Ebola. There is no need
to ship your diseased friendsto an iso-
lated island in the Pacific Ocean.
Swine flu is justas deadlyas regular
flu. Fatal cases ofswine flu reported
by news sources are no different than
fatal cases of the regular flu. Those who
die from the flu are generally elderly,
infantile or hygienically inept.
In order to die from swine flu,
one would have to never wash their
hands, lick every doorknob they
come across, swallow the bodily
fluids of every sickly individual on
campus and ingest their own body
weight in pork products. Then, af-
ter being admitted to a hospital, of
which we have manyon Capitol Hill,
you jump in a sewer. Then, maybe,
you'll die of swine flu.
You've heard die standard tips on
how to avoid catching the swine flu,
but there are other unofficial precau-
tions that you can take. First, consider
laying off the beer pong for a while.
Sharing cups in itselfis a sure way to
spread germs ofany kind. Second,
avoid sick people like they have the
plague because there's a good chance
they have the swine flu. Don't even
make eye contactwith those people.
It is that contagious.
Fourth, wear bright colored
clothing. Ifyou wear a light shirt,
then the rest of us can more easily
Avoid sick people
like they have the
plague. Don't even
make eye contact.
see the remnants ofbodily fluids that
have accumulated on your person.
This way we know whom to avoid.
Fifth, get a flu shot once they become
available later this year. Lastly, soap
and waterhelp more than prayerand
good feelings ever could.
The truth of the matter is that
swine flu will inevitably hit Seattle
U in full stride. There's no getting
around the fact that either you or
someone you know will contract
swine flu. The importantpan is not
to panic. Mass rioting and anarchy
will not cure swine flu. Just stay
clean and lay off the bacon for a
while, and everything will probably
be okay.
















4 a.m. fire drills
Using the other gen«|s
bathroom &A
Singing in public showers
Close encounters of the
RAkind
Getting to know your
neighbor's sex lives
Correction:
The editorial, "Finally, not another re-
cord-breaking freshmen class," pub-
lished July 13 in the summer issue
mistakenly stated that the Admissions
Office kept the admissions rate the
same despite an increase in applica-
tions. However, the AdmissionsOffice
was following orders from the university
executive team. We regret the error.
su-spectator.com/opinionSeptember 30, 2009 I the spectator 19
/news With a new look and features including:
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~ -twitter.com/SU Spectator
- more public safety reports at
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lastlookspublicsafetyreports
Motor Vehicle Accident
rtember 26 6:50 p.m.
Public Safety received reports of
non-affiliates in a serious motor
vehicle accident at the.intersec-
tion of 12th Avenue and E Multiple
Seattle Policeand Fire Department
units responded. The occupantsof
the vehicles involved were treated
for minor injuries.
September 27 12:20 am.
Housing and Public Safety re-
sponded to a report of an in-
toxicated female who was be-
ing helped to her residence.
The student admitted to having
consumed alcohol earlier in the
evening. The student was evalu-
ated and cleared to stay with her
roommate.
Alcohol
September 27 1:15 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a re-
port a group of people support-
ing an intoxicated female. The
group ofnon-affiliates admittedto
consuming alcohol. Seattle Fire
Department evaluated thefemale
and had her transport to ahospi-
tal for further evaluation.
Medical Assist
September 27 2:00 am.
A student injured her leg while
climbing over an embankment.
Public Safety contacted the stu-
dent who was provided first aid
and a bandaged for an abra-
sion.
Medical Assist
September 27 12:50 p.m.
A student reported experiencing
flu-like symptoms. Public Safety
and Seattle Fire Department
responded. The student was
tisported to a local hospitalfurther evaluation.
Medical Assist
fieptfimhfir 77 4:55 p.m.
A student riding a skateboard
down the Murphy access road-
way lost his balance at the bot-
tomof the hill and fell.The student
suffered injuries to head and face.
Seattle Fire Department trans-
ported the victim to a local hos-
pital forfurthermedical treatment.
Student was later released from
the hospital.
Read more Public Safety
reports at su-spectator.
com/public-safety-
reports, or get your
daily dose of them on
Twitter by following SU_
PSReports on Twitter.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
What's going on at Pike Place Market
A shopper peruses a display of peppers outside Pike Place Market. Matthew Brady i The spectator
Matthew Brady | The Spectator
Northern Calif, native Stephanie van Streefkerk proudly displays herfa-
vorite mushroom, a chanterelle, while working in Pike Place Market.
Clara Ganey | The Spectator
Pike Place vendor Erin Mario sells natural healthand honey products
to a customer.
Clara Ganey | The Spectator
Micks Peppouoni, a Pike Place shop, offers a wide selection of pepper jelly from totally mild to extremely hot.
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